NGOW JULY 30TH 2019 MEETING DIARY
Apologies were received from Richard Turnbull, Neil Bruce-Miller, Niven Paine and Robbie Burns.
Sixteen other members assembled at Black’s Fasteners at 5:15pm and were greeted warmly by their
branch manager, Nigel Charlton. He invited us to enter a lucky dip for an unknown prize, which we
all dutifully did. He then explained a little of the firm’s background and where they source their
products. As an illustration of the complex engineering behind the design of modern screws he
outlined the features of a 75mm self-driving Torx-headed screw and invited each of us to take a few
home to try out. Several members also availed themselves of the chance to collect a few of Black’s
free technical information brochures and a Black’s pen.
Nigel divided us into two groups so that he and Matthew Oppenheim, the store supervisor, could
guide us through the 16,000 items in their storerooms. An educational two hours for both groups
with many of us slightly overwhelmed by the amazing array of specialty fastenings now available.
Our visit concluded with the drawing of the lucky dip. Two similar prizes were won by Larry Spitz
and Garry Drummond, each carting home a handsome-looking Black’s picnic bag almost too heavy to
carry; presumably filled with samples of Black’s fasteners. We left with two final admonitions:
·

·

Blacks are happy to sell to retail customers but their focus is on a wholesale service to the
trades. When coming in as a customer please give any tradies the right of way since they’re
the professionals with time constraints.
If coming in on a Saturday morning (Blacks are open from 8:00 until 12:00) please come
early when it’s normally very quiet.

Three members with other commitments left but the remaining thirteen continued to Carly and
Chris Feltham’s home for supper and a
Show and Tell session.
Bill Filmer began with a discussion on
our plans for holding most of our
future meetings at the Fish and Game
rooms, 66 Champion Road, Richmond.
These rooms are already rented on
Tuesday nights for meetings of the
Deerstalkers’ Association, hence our
need to change our meeting nights.
Responses to the questionnaire had
revealed a preference for Wednesday
night, followed by Monday and, more
distantly, Thursday. When put to the
vote a show of hands confirmed Wednesday as our new meeting night – Paul Trolove commenting
that this was originally the Guild meeting night so we’re going back to the future. Bill Filmer will
undertake negotiations with Nayland College about a refund for this month, pointing out that they
failed to warn us that our usual room would be unavailable. If we can obtain a refund for the
remainder of the year we can move to the Fish and Game rooms next month but this is a work in

progress. David Haig asked about the rental and was quickly reassured that, at $20 per night, the
Fish and Game rooms are not only much cheaper they are also superior in every other way as well.

Leon Dixon began the Show and Tell segment by demonstrating his large-scale wooden compass.
Based on a commercially available plastic instrument it has
a reversible insert on one leg allowing its pencil tip to be
exchanged for a metal tip to create a pair of dividers. This
insert, the left leg as seen in this photograph, has a sliding
metal band to lock the pencil/pointer tip into position.
Leon turned the rounded end of each leg on a lathe. The
hinge is locked with a butterfly nut.

Tony Clark produced an emergency shut-off switch,
explaining that he’d now put one on most of his static
machine tools but had a spare – did anybody want one?
He then showed a cutting board and explained he’d
avoided the full bread-board-end joinery by using a fixed glued centre Domino and a large slotted
unglued Domino laterally on each end.

Bryan Swadel then showed
several beautifully turned items;
two salt and pepper sets and a
small burnt pot, which brilliantly
mimicked rusted metal. The
burning he achieved
pyrographically with a heated wire.
The second salt-and-pepper set
featured removable lids, beneath
which Bryan had carved exquisite
patterns using a marking knife.

Paul Gutch began by showing us a large
wooden bowl which he’d bought at an auction
for $20. Cleaned and oiled it looks as good as it
did when turned by Bob Phillips – a previous
Guild President - in 1992. It was created to
mark the 150th anniversary of the Manchester

Unity Independent Order of Odd Fellows (MUIOOF), a
long-serving Friendly Society in Nelson. The wood is
figured English elm.

Paul went on to explain that he had created a food-safe oil and wax finish by mixing Tasman
beeswax, Marlborough walnut oil and citrus solvent. He offered 200g samples for sale at $20 –
explaining this “mate’s rate” offer was likely to increase once he’d had labels printed. He
demonstrated on a breadboard how easily the combination spread and, unsurprisingly, sold all his
samples.

David Haig mentioned that the Centre for Fine Woodworking was currently a hive of activity with a
hall table construction course finishing in two weeks and an intensive beginners’ course just starting.
Anyone wishing to visit and check out the action would be very welcome. David is about to travel to
the USA for a teaching stint and is holding a one-day workshop at a “Wood Dust” festival in
Melbourne on the way.

Peter Cozens related purchasing some classy-looking brass domed nuts at a surplus auction at the
Devonport Naval Yards without their accompanying bolts. Having no idea of their threads he’d
taken them to Blacks earlier in the evening and solved the mystery by trial and error as he walked
past their shelves. He also explained how to remove chrome plating from hardware by reverse
electrolysis – very crafty!
The meeting closed shortly before 9pm. Our next monthly meeting will be on Wednesday, August
28th at a venue to be announce later, depending on the success or otherwise of Bill Filmer’s
negotiations with Nayland College.

